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ABSTRACT

A generalization of the Runge-Lenfc vector, an integral of the motion

for the Kepler problem, is proposed for an arbitrary central potential V(r).

This transcends the earlier proposal of Peres (1979) in that explicit

expressions are given for the generalized vector H , in contrast to

differential equations written earlier. While S is quite generally

a constant of motion, the more stringent requirement that 9 is an Integral

of the motion, according to the definition of Landau and Lifshitz (1976), is

shown to be obeyed for particular initial states. For potentials V(r)

leading to motion along closed paths which contain n perihelions, an

integral of motion in the form of an n-arm star represents the proper

generalization of the Runge-Lenz vector. This new integral of the motion

is written explicitly for an isotropic harmonic oscillator as a 2-arm star;

in this case for arbitrary initial state. In general, however, the integral

of the motion of this type exists only for some particular initial states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The density functional theory of closed shell atoms leads to a

characterization of the ground-state electron density p(r) by a central

potential energy V(r). Unfortunately, this potential involves a contri-

bution 5E /Sp(r) from an, as yet unknown, exchange and correlation

energy functional E [p] (see, for example, Slater, 1951, whose work was

formally completed by Kohn and Sham,1965).

Nevertheless, it is of interest to enquire whether the very existence

of such central potential V(r) has consequences for atomic theory. Thus,

it is known for motion in a bare Coulomb field, that the classical Runge-

Lenz vector of the Kepler problem has a ready generalization to quantum

mechanics (see Hostler, 1967; Blinder, 1984).

This prompted us to study further the classical problem of a suitable

generalization the Runge-Lenz constant of motion for a bare Coulomb potential

to an arbitrary central potential V(r), following earlier work by Peres, 1979.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec.II, motivated by the

study of Peres, a vector M which is constant in time is constructed, as

an appropriate generalization of the Runge-Lenz vector for V(r) aC r

The burden of Sec.Ill is then to study the conditions under which this vector

M is an integral of the motion, adopting definition of Landau and Lifshitz

(1976), Sec.IV gives a further generalization of the integral of motion M

(defined in Sec.II) appropriate for the orbits in the form of closed path

having n perihelions on it. This integral of motion represents an n-arm

star of vectors. Sec.V constitutes a brief summary.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE VECTOR 3 CONSTANT IN TIME

The well-known constant of motion of the particle of mass m moving

in the Kepler (Coulomb) potential V,, = -k/r, namely the Runge-Lenz vector

£ + vr(r) r (2.1)

was generalized by Peres (1979) to the case of arbitrary central potential

V(r). Here

L = r > p = • r < v (2.2)

is another constant of motion in the central field. The constants Mjr, L

and the total energy

E = | m v2 + V (2.3)
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constitute the full set of integrals of the motion in the Kepler problem.

By analyzing properties of the differential equations, defining

components of the generalized vector H, Peres concluded that "in general,

the direction of this 'constant' vector changes abruptly whenever r is

minimum (or maximum)".

In the present paper we shall demonstrate, however, that it is possible

to construct a vector H, depending on r and v, which is constant not only

during the intervals between approaching consecutive perihelions (or aphelions)

but for all time. He shall write this vector in the form

3 = S(r,v) = A(r) v x t + B(r) V(r) r , (2.4)

this being simiXar to Peres' choice, with his a(r) • A(r)/m and

b(r) = B(r) V(r). Comparing Eq.(2.4) with Eq.(2.1) we see that one should

have A(r) = B(r) • 1 for the Kepler case.

Let us choose the z-axis along the vector Lj so that the motion of

the particle may be conveniently described in terras of the polar co-ordinates

r = r e(<p) (2.5)

e(<f>) - (cos(ip), sin(cp),O) - (2.6)

The solution known to be (see, e.g. Landau and Lifshitz, 1976)

r(p)
(2.7)

where

ft"

The turning points r^ and r,, r^ < r^, are the roots of the equation

r(r) = 0. The time dependence of the motion is given by

t(r) •Si
dp

(p)
(2.9)

The functions r(r),ij>(r) and t(r) are multi-valued (as will be discussed later

on), so Eqs.(2.7)-(2.9) are defined for t^-f. I 4. r^, taken immediately

after t = 0. The chosen initial conditions for the solution given by

Eqs.(2.7) and (2.9) at t » 0 are <f>= 0, r = r-p i.e. a particle is at the

perihelion.

Let us express the vector S, Eq.(2.4) in terms of r and <f. First,

we obtain the velocity vector
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•* + • + • - • , • -* L + i
v = r = r e + r a J e « r e + — ei mr

(2.10)

by differentiation of Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6). Here

s ' = -Jm e(f) = (-sin(f) , cos(<p) ,0) • (2.11)

After some simple algebra we obtain

£ = [L
m^ ( r^ + B(r) r V(r)j e(<p) - LA(r) r ( r ) e'(<p) • (2.12)

This vector, written in a local rotating basis £(>jp), 'S'('p)

Si = Xx S((f) + X2 e'(tp) (2.13)

will remain constant in the laboratory frame if it will rotate in the

opposite direction with respect to its local basis:

-Xosin(sp- <pQ)
(2.14)

It is convenient to choose the constant tp^ by the requirement that A(r)

is finite at initial conditions. This leads to

0 (2.15)

Demanding that vector H , Eq.(2.12) shall have properties of the vector

given by Eqs.(2.13) and (2.14), we find the explicit formulae for functions

A(r) and B(r), thus avoiding the approach via differential equations, which

were set up, but not solved, by Peres:

A(r) = ^

where

( 2 .

( 2 .

( 2 .

( 2 .

16)

17)

18)

19)

C(r) = cos<g>(r))

S(r) =• si"*1?1^))

r(r)

The value of X- may be determined by the requriement that at initial condition

A(r) = 1, what is necessary, if we want K = Si. for solution of the Kepler

case written in terms of Eq.(2.4). From (2.16) we have
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where

lim S(r(<p)>

(2.20)

(2.21)

Thus we have constructed the vector K, which is constant in time, for the

motion in an arbitrary central potential V(r); the function r(r) and f(

occurring above, being given explicitly in terms of V(r) by Eqs.(2.8) and

(2.7).

III. CONDITIONS FOR ft TO BE AN INTEGRAL OF THE MOTION

The property of being constant in time is not sufficient for fi to

be an integral of the motion. It must also be a one-valued function of the

state (position and velocity) of the particle (see, e.g. Landau and Lifshitz).

When extended for the motion beyond initial r. ̂  r ̂  r- , the function r(r),

Eq.(2,8), becomes two-valued, while (p(r) from Eq.(2.7) is infinite-number-

valued. Let us denote by f, the 8.-th branch of the function f,

corresponding to the motion during the time t restricted by

j Ti £ t < j T ( H + 1 ) , where the interval T is defined as time during which

r varies from r, to r, and back. Then

r(r)

«P2N(r) = NiqP +

- 9>(r)

(3.1)

(3.2)

where r(r) and cp(r), representing the 0-th branches, are given by

Eqs.(2.8) and (2.7), and where the phase increase during time x is

Applying Eqs.(3.1) and (3.2) to (2.18) and (2.19) we obtain

cos((p(r)

C2f)+1(r) = co

2 N + NA<p)/r(r) ,

S2N+1(r) = sin(N+l)4«p-<P(r))/(-r(r))

= sin(<p(r) - "

(3.3)
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So the sufficient condition for M to be a one-valued function is

2 i r l , I = 1,2,... . (3.4)

The orbit of the motion satisfying the above condition form a closed path,

which is repeated after each I encircling the potential centre. So the

period T of the motion (time to "close" the path) is the same as the interval

T .

Let us check that condition (3.A) is satisfied by the motion in the

Kepler potential V(r) = Vj,(r) = -k/r. Using eqs.(2.3), (2.7) and (2.8) we

have
1/2

Applying contour integration in the complex r plane one easily obtains

AcpK = 2TI . (3.6)

Note that the result (3.6) does not depend on the parameters E and L

describing the particular orbit (particular initial state), nor on the

potential strength parameter k. For arbitrary central potential V(r)

the condition (3.4) cnay be met for orbits with some particular values of

E and L only, which satisfy the equation

flcp = 4<pv(E,L) = 2ni (3.7)

for some natural I.

III.l The Kepler case in terms of present approach

By calculation of A(r) and B(r) for the Kepler potential we shall

now prove that the present approach contains the Runge-Lenz vector M^

as a special case. The function r(r) was already determined when Eq.(3.5)

was obtained (compare with Eq.(2.7)):

1 7 2

I rlr2 J
So, according to Eq.(2.7)

where the quantities

1/2

P " k

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

are parameters of the elliptic orbit, in terms of which the turning points

are given as

= p/(l + 6 ) , r2 = p/(l - £ ) (3.11)

From the result (3.9) we immediately evaluate C(r), Eq.<2.18),to be

CCr) = cos(if) - i [E - ij (3.12)

and from the above equation we have

which, with the help of Eq.(3.11) becomes

2

So, S(r), Eq.(2.19), may be obtained

S( r) = 2Z23U = |

r

1/2

We see that its dependence on r cancels out completely

Sir) = S = |? (3.13)

Next we obtain XQ from Eqs.(2.2O) and (2.21) with the help of

Eqs.(3.13) and (3.10)

_T2
X0 pm & K U.1AJ

and further on, A(r) from Eq.(2.16) and B(r) from Eq.(2.17)

A(r) - 1 (3.15)

So, the present generalized vector M, Eq.(2.4), coincides in this case with the

Runge-Lenz vector ff^, Eq.(2.1).

III.2 Illustrative example

To illustrate the point that for arbitrary (non-Kepler) potential

only particular values of initial conditions E and' L lead to closed-path

orbits, let us take a model potential in the form

- 7 -
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V(r) = V (r)
E [r2 - (r +r,+2r )r -

, (3.17)

depending on four parameters E Q J s, t p r2> restricted by E Q > 0, s > 0,
r2 ** rl ^ ^' an(^ wh&re

(3.18)

We are able to calculate

initial conditions:

^L for an orbit characterized by the following

E = -Eo, L

In that case we have

(3.19)

(r-r1)(r?-rKr,rr)(r?-rKr,rr)
212 2 J
2 1 1 / 2

with r. and t, being the turning points. So <T>(r) may be evaluated

numerically using Eq.(2.7), while A cp = Acp , Eq.(3.3), may be obtained

analytically as

A Cpr = 2TI(1 + s) . (3.^1)

Thus, choosing s to be a natural number in this explicit example, we find

that a particle moving in the potential field (3.17) having E and L as in

Eq.(3.19), performs a closed path, which is repeated every s+1 circulations

around the centre. During this motion the vector M in Eq.(2.4) is conserved.

The functions A(r) and B(r), appearing in Eq.(2.4) are given by Eqs.(2.16)-

(2.21) with(3.20) and (2.7).

IV. OTHER INTEGRALS OF MOTION,SIMILAR TO H

Closed paths are possible not only under the condition (3.4), but also

in the more general case

Acja = 2TT Ijn ' (4.1)

with natural <L and n. During S. rotations the particle approaches the

perihelion (or aphelion) n times. Here the period of the motion is T = nx.

The space isotropic oscillator, Kith potential V(r) = v o s c(r) = y kr ,

is a «ell known example of such motion. ?or that case we have

22
1/2

(4.2)

As in the Kepler case, this value of iCp is independent of the particular

E and L pertaining to the motion.

Is it possible in such a case to find an integral of the motion,

analogous to H? Let us note that for paths characterized by the condition

(3.7) the vector S defines the direction from the centre of the potential

towards the perihelion, and this is the only characteristic direction existing

in'the plane of motion. For more general paths, described by Eq.(A.l), there

are n characteristic directions, pointing from the centre to perihelions.

Therefore we expect that a n-arm star, represented by n such vectors, should

play the role of the integral of the motion. To see this formally let us

again investigate the vector fi , Eqs.(2.4), (2.16) and (2.17), which by

construction is constant in time. This vector is, in general, a multi-valued

function, because r(r) and t^(r) are such forms - see Eqs.(3.1) and (3.2).

Owing to the condition (4.1) we have from (3.2)

<fj+2n(r) = <Pj (r) + n

and from Eq,(3.l) we have

(4.3)

Therefore the branches, S., C. and M. repeat with the period 2n of their

index

S^-i-d) - S.(r) - (4.5)

The further relations

lead to

r ,(r) = - r._1(r) •

(A.6)

(4.7)

(4.7)

Thus there are only n different branches of the vector fi(r). The n

different vectors

(?2j(r) , j = 0,l,...,(n-l) , (4.9)

represent directions from the centre to n different perihelions of the orbit

and form, therefore, the desired integral of the motion (the "star" as a

whole is already a single-valued object).
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As in the Coulomb case for Runge-Lenz vector, the integral of the

motion for the isotropic oscillator may be found in a closed form. It is a

two-arm star represented by two vectors

where

A(r) [v x t - kr^r]

A(r) U - -2
(A.11)

(4.12)

Here r^ and r, are distances to the perihelion and aphelion, respectively,

which snay be expressed in terns of E and L:

r 2
) 2 = [E + (E2 - kL2/m)1/2]/k (4.13)

It is an interesting question, if the existence of the integral of the notion (4.10)

will lead to some simplifications of the quantum Green's function of an

isotropic oscillator as it is so in the Coulomb case (Hostler 1967).

V. SUMMAfiY

The main results of the present work are as follows. A suitable

generalization 8 of the Runge-Lenz vector for the classical Kepler problem

can be written in the form (2.4). Explicit forms of the functions A(r) and

B(r), characterizing B, are then given by Eqs.(2.16) and (2.17). The results

are shown to contain the Runge-Lenz vector S of bare Coulomb potential as a

special case.

A study is then presented of the conditions under which M defined

above is an integral of the motion, adopting the definition of Landau and

Llfshitz for this latter property.

Contrary to the Kepler (Coulomb) potential case the vector H for

an arbitrary potential V(r) may serve as an integral of the motion only for

some particular set of initial states (values of L and E ) , defined by Eq.(3.7).

Some illustrative examples are presented.

For the closed paths having n perihelions (n > 1) on them, the

integral of the motion generalizing the Runge-Lenz vector is an n-arm star.

This object is found explicitly (as a two-arm star) in the form of a simple
1 2

expression for the isotropic oscillator potential v
o s c(

r) = 2 k r ' F o r t h e

general case, as previously, such an integral of the motion exists only for a

particular set of initial states, which require Eq.(4.1) to be satisfied.

Though the present study was motivated by the density functional theory of

closed shell atoms, we now deem it unlikely that the Green's function (cf.

Hostler, 1967) or the single-particle density matrix (cf. Blinder, 1984)

can display exactly the huge simplifications characteristic of the bare Coulomb

field case. However, one may expect approximate fulfillment of such

simplifications in the case of those orbitals, for which the condition (3.7)

or (4.1) is satisfied approximately. Further work on the consequences of

generalizing our classical results (2.4) or (4.9) to the quantum mechanical

case may nevertheless be of some interest for the future.
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